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About This Game

Your beautiful planet has been invaded by alien invaders. Use the mighty power of the ancients and repel the attack of enemy
creatures!

The goal of the game is to protect the teleport to prevent the invasion of the planet’s core. With the help of various towers you
will be able to defeat the invaders and delay their attack. Good luck!!
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Title: Sunset Planet
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
So Dank Studio
Publisher:
So Dank Studio
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD FX4300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 560 or R7 260

Storage: 2200 MB available space

English,Russian
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So far I am really enjoying this game! I bought the season pass after playing the first episode, and so far have played three
episodes in total. The plot as well as the characters are all interesting, if not slightly cliche. But that doesn't really bother me as I
don't mind hearing a familiar story again as long as it's told well. Also, something I really like is the fact that you can change the
story based on your choices. I don't actually think your choices affect the main story, but it's nice to have the illusion of choice, I
guess!

I am a huge fan of turn-based combat systems, and this game happens to have turn-based combat. During battle, you choose
skill cards which you get by equipping items you pick up through the story. I liked this system, since it allowed you to mix
things up whenever you wanted. I found it quite difficult to find a good skill card combination, and a lot of the time while in
battle I was stuck with cards that I didn't want to use. I don't think this game is too difficult - I played it on the default difficulty
setting and managed to get through the game without dying. You can switch the difficulty however, if you want more or less of a
challenge, although I am not sure what that would be like.

Finally, there were one or two things that annoyed me. When allocating ability points on the character page, I couldn't see the
descriptions as the fonts were too small. A lot of things on that page were basically kind of glitchy. Besides that, you can't save
your game. It automatically saves, and once you do something it is done forever. A few times, I wanted to see if choosing a
different choice would change the outcome but I couldn't. While that sort of save system makes sense for some games, I don't
really think it's neccessary here.. A great DLC for a great game.

Bad reviews are purely from people who don't want to play the content to unlock the character, and they ignore the fact that you
get 1 of the 2 immediately anyhow.

10\/10 Great DLC and and a great addition to the game for a bargain price.. Some of my favorite gaming moments have come
from turn based tile strategy games, from Final Fantasy Tactics, Tactics Ogre, Gladius and even to a lesser extent XCom and
Blackguard. The genre just is one of those that speaks to me, customizing your squad, leveling them up, chosing a path to
becoming an ultimate badass squad that can conquer any given situation. So, when this game came up on the radar, I looked it
over, and said, why not. So i downloaded and was hit smack in the face with odd design decisions, and lackluster gameplay.

My first and biggest problem with the title was patched away when they introduced "Explorer mode", I can understand wanting
to speed up the gameplay but the penalty for not exploring a new tile every player turn was just, to put it nicely, off putting and
goes against any sort of strategy that one might have had in unit formation. Seriously why have a tank based high defense, high
HP type character if he isnt even going to be your go to guy to open the next tile and be the point to absorb the initial attacks
(this coupled with "encounters" for every tile you open, and the immeadiate turn of any enemy that spawns makes it feel like a
forced clunky "Gauntlet" style game rather than a tile strategy game. As I said, this was eliminated? with the introduction of
Explorer mode, but at its heart the strategy is near nil with this title.

Second problem, what passes for customization in this game is linear upgrades for a static set of heros (I lost my mind and
bought the packs to have 5 heros in my party rather than the default amount.. think its 2). These upgrades, do not change the
visual appearance of the characters at all, and do little to nothing gameplay wise (except for maybe the Sauran Paladin who with
a few upgrades, absolutely can not miss, even when you roll a "1" .. yah). The skill selection really is, pointless as well, you get 3
sets of skills to chose from with one 1 to 3 being out of your rotation, no you cant increase the number of skills available, no you
cant enhance these abilities, and 90% of the skill choices are more or less brainless, with choices like, you can damage every
creature on a tile, or buff yourself for one round. So yes, calling anything in the game customizable is bordering on outright BS.
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Enemies are generic as generic can be, I have no idea if I was fighting feral pygmies, skeletons or zombies most of the time,
they lack any sort of differentiation in movement or attack style, they simply run up to the first member they can reach unless
the option to get to a lower health member is available and .. swing their arm like a club ? im guessing? maybe .. dont know .. no
special skills no animations outside of bare minimum for combat, just karate chop to the face. But wait, theres boss fights, these
guys are going to be interesting ... not really, they do the same thing only they do have different animations than the nubs, and
take up four spaces on the tiles. But don't worry if you missed something, the game will recycle them and put them back in as
surprises to fight along with the normal scrub enemies after you defeat them initially. So that zombie gorilla with 4 arms, you'll
be seeing him several times.

Did I mention the maps, they are turly random, I'll give them that, so much so that when you stand on a corner, it could open one
side or another, you dont know until you end turn. oh and if you open a tile adjacent to one that shows a path forward, theres a
50% chance that the path forward will magically disappear. I understand the random tile generator, but it again, it seems
antithetical to any form of strategy that you could be brewing up ... aka, imgaine if you were playing a SWAT game and
preparing to breach from two points you breach from one side, and then switch back only to find the door on the opposing side
is now .. gone. Odd. They could have simply randomized the map at the beginning of the round rather than space by space.

All in all, it feels like they didnt exactly know what to make this game into. It misses marks for strategy, it's too slow paced to be
action, there are no RPG elements to speak of, its just .. half baked. I cant recommend this if you are looking like i was for a fix
for that Tactics type game.. Decent game--would have liked to have to found more hidden objects. A good game, Just needed
more spice.. fun game play, great graphics.. easy controls. its a fun alien game. but OMG.. THE SCREEN IS SHAKING THE
ENTIRE TIME. its annoying and gave me a headache. i had to stop playing due to the entire screen shaking the whole time. i get
it every now and then.. but its all the f'ing time. its rediculous.. The strange set of colors and odd dialog put this game in a weird
sort of place which while I'd want to associate it with a darker theme it ends up oddly happy go lucky?
Maybe its the music but its hard not to enjoy the mix of weird and upbeat imagery and music.
Controls could also use some touching up as I have to remember not to use my secondary without first letting go of my primary
fire and reaiming. Its a minor issue that I easily got around but some might find it frustrating at first while learning how to deal
with the bosses.
Once I learned their patterns and most enemy rooms I found myself breezing through the game and if anything having trouble
seeing some projectiles as everything brightly glittered with all the abundant colors and animations on display.
It does give the game some atmosphere which end up weird but enjoyable.
The game is worth a try at the least and can be a good challenge starting out.
I do find myself wishing for more but what I had was presented well, flowed well and over all enjoyable.
Theres just sort of a strange charm to it and it gets things right by adding some good varity and giving small hidden objects or
small secrets to find in each randomized map.
So ya, give it a shot, its worth the price.

Oh and try the code BUTT-BUMS in the seed entry option. I know immature but I it ended up making a nice map to practice
with.. I feel like I've only scratched the surface of this game, but I've had a great time doing so. Plenty of fun fights, adventure
and cute visuals to enjoy.

If you're into games like Zelda II, but less severely difficult, then this is definitely recommended title.
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Just exactly like I remembered.....about 2 days ago on disk. :) Roll on steam and found this at the bottom of the store featured.

The game plays very well on modern day rigs, has options to tweak what you need. The music is untouched from the original
soundtrack. Simply fantastic to see this title again released, especially on steam.

This series certainly brings me back to some great memories. I would highly recommend to City/Sim players.. I'm not quite sure
what to make of this game. I enjoyed it, lets make that clear, but I really am not sure what to make of it. The recent update in
graphics has done very well, the game is relatively bug free, and honestly for a first time effort by a small indie developer it's
quite good. In summary, it is fun, cheap, and relatively short. Buy it on a sale and try it out.. At leat make the map icon more
clear to check. Oooookay. I'll actually revoke my first review. I was very disapointed at first, feeling no Lovecraft vibe
whatsoever and really hating the clunky controls.
After a few more hours, I am still often annoyed, but also enjoy parts of it. Still, this is only a sliiight recommendation. a 50/50
would be more accurate.

Expect a blend of Chaos Engine and Binding of Isaac.

You can pet cats. That's a pro!. It has got the look and feel of a really low budget exploring game. There is a lot of mouse
clicking because every examine action requires you to click an extra time in order to be able to move on. After 30 minutes of
gameplay I was running around in a hospital\/asylumn and nothing interesting happened at all, just examining shelves with
medicine and bandages. Hands down this game is one of the boring ones I've come across.. The most intricately time, beautiful
graphiced work of art puzzle game I've ever played.
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